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In oxygen doped germanium we find by phonon spectroscopy with superconducting tunnelling junctions [II (Fig.I ) a series of states from 0.18 meV up to 4.08 meV above the ground state (Fig.3) . The sequence can be approximated by a free rotation of the interstitial oxygen atom (Fig.2) corresponding to E = (hl)2j(2mr5). hi = O,±I,±2, ... is the angular momentum for the rotation around the [11 I]-axis, m the reduced mass of the system and TO the average distance of the oxygen to the [lIll-axis.
The 0.18 meV distance between J = 0 and I = ±l is below the detector threshold; it is seen only as corresponding doublets in the transitions to the excited states. This interpretation of the doublets is confirmed by an activation energy obtained from the temperature dependence of the relative intensity within a doublet. Similarly, transitions from the I = ±2 level have been identified from the temperature dependence. In a sample with low oxygen concentration we find that the transitions from the ground state to the I = ±3 levels are weaker by a factor of 50 than the transitions from the I = ± 1 levels to the I = ±3 levels. In this series the states at 1.37 meV and 1.65 meV are interpreted as states belonging to I =: ±3 split by the additional six potential harriers from the neighbouring Ge-atoms hindering the rotation i41.
All states show small stress dependence due to the orientational degeneracy, whereas in the sixfold symmetry the':::: ±l level additionally splits for stres- 
